As fine as slate,
as easy as a plain tile

With the Elfino ceramic plain tile
Koramic definitely provides the finishing touch.
We are striving for perfection with the new Elfino ceramic plain tile.

fine Thanks to the flat slate look, a roof covered with Elfino roof tiles
looks very sleek. That makes this fine tile the perfect alternative to
a slate roof.

easy Elfino is quick and easy to install thanks to the continuous
fastening lug at the top. And the 30-year frost-resistance guarantee
that Wienerberger offers? This makes it even easier to opt for
a durable and UV-resistant Elfino roof.
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•

Ultra-fine appearance after installation

•

Fast installation due to the continuous  
fastening lug at the top

•

Retains its shape

•

Removable and reusable

•

Ceramic, breathable skin

•

Flat, contemporary look

•

Weather resistant and rainproof

•

UV-resistant and therefore colourfast

•

Durable material with a long service life

•

Both for new construction and renovation

•

30-year warranty on frost resistance,
including replacement costs
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Elfino

The ceramic roof tile
with the slate look
Fine & contemporary

Ecologically sound

The slender lines of Elfino plain tile make it the perfect

ELFINO ceramic roof tiles are locally produced

choice for both modern new construction work and

using recyclable and natural raw materials obtained

renovations. Its thinner tail and the modified width of

in the area. Transport is kept to a minimum. The

the head mean that a roof that is finished with Elfino

tiles can also be removed and reused. The Elfino

ceramic plain tiles from Koramic seems to fit together

plain tile has the DUBOkeur label, recognising this

very smoothly. Ceramic accessories guarantee a sleek

clay tile as an environmentally friendly product.

finish and detail, reinforcing the architectural aspects.

Ideal for renovations
The Elfino ceramic plain tile is the perfect alternative to
a slate roof. As old roofs usually have a solid structure,
reinforcement is often not necessary when you want to
replace old tiles or slates. As with all flat roofing materials,
due attention should be paid to the flatness of the roof
structure.

Lasting beauty
The Elfino ceramic plain tile retains its colour thanks
to the engobe process used, which adds a fine, matt
layer onto the clay during firing. The aesthetic result
lasts longer than a coated finish.

Easy to install
The Elfino has a continuous fastening lug at the top.
This means that it is not necessary to fix every single
ceramic roof tile in place, which makes installation
easier and faster. It goes without saying that you
must always take the applicable fixing norms and
standards into consideration.

Effective
The ridge head is available in 2 opening angles,
suitable for roof pitches from 25° to 50°.
The façade tiles fit nicely and are perfectly
interwoven into the roof surface.
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Continuous fastening lug at the back of the tile

Plain tile Elfino, Slate Engobe
Cruysweegs-Halsberghe Architectenbureau, Drongen
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Technical data
			

Elfino

year
frost warranty

Size 32 x 25,5 cm
Flat drawn clay plain tile with
continuous attachment rib
Useful length (batten spacing)
± 140 mm depending on the roof pitch
± 130 mm depending on the roof pitch
Useful width

± 255 mm

Pieces / m²
140 mm batten spacing: 		
130 mm batten spacing: 		

± 28 pcs / m2
± 30,2 pcs / m2

The clay roof tiles from Koramic comply with European product
standard EN 1304 and bear the Belgian BENOR quality mark.
This quality mark gives the construction professional and consumer
guarantees with regard to the appearance, dimensional and structural
stability, bending resistance, impermeability and frost resistance.
The development, production and marketing of the Koramic clay
roof tiles are carried out in accordance with a strict quality system,
confirmed by the ISO 9001 certificate. In view of all these quality
guarantees, Koramic can guarantee frost resistance of 30 years
on all ceramic tiles and accessories. This exceptionally long product
guarantee includes both free delivery and installation costs. 

Minimum roof pitch
- Fleece or Fleece Plus: 		
			
- Fleece Plus:			

≥ 35°, 140 mm batten spacing

- Fleece Premium: 		
							
							

15°, batten spacing 140 mm,
subject to the instructions
in the specific brochure

Weight per piece

± 2,27 kg

Weight per m²
140 mm batten spacing:		
130 mm batten spacing:		

± 63,6 kg
± 68,6 kg

Breaking load			

> 600 N [EN 538]

Impermeability		

≤ 0,5 cm³/cm².d [EN 539-1]

Frost resistance

Frost standard [EN 539-2]

from 25° to 35°, 130 mm batten spacing		

Installation			crosswise
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The 30-year guarantee applies on the condition that all Koramic installation
instructions are observed correctly. The roofer must observe the following
requirements:
- The subroof must be installed correctly.
- The tiles must be fitted on a double slatted structure of tile battens and laths.
- The slats that ensure the air flow must be at least 15 mm thick.
- There must be sufficient air intake. This can be done through a continuous
inlet opening of 15 mm, by using a ventilating base batten or by installing
sufficient ventilation tiles.
- There must be sufficient air intake. This can be done by fitting ventilating
Koramic ridge tile underlay. In the case of mortared-in ridge tiles, sufficient
ventilation tiles must be fitted. For façade cladding, a continuous outlet
opening of 15 mm must be provided.

BENOR and KOMO quality mark
Complies with French and German standards,
based on EN 1304.

Range overview

Slate Engobe 703 (dark body)

Agate Grey 697 (dark body)
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Laying plans
Longitudinal section roof at 30° ridge height,
for roof pitches between 25° and 35°
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Accessories
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Ridges and hip tiles
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255
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POOO2801 (4 pieces / rm)
Angular ridge without interlocking 30°

POOO2802 (4 pieces / rm)
Angular ridge without interlocking 45°
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POOO2841
End plate for angular ridge without
interlocking 30°
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POOO2842
End plate for angular ridge without
interlocking 45°
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310

230
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POOO3701 (6 pieces / rm)
Small angular hip tile
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POOO3711
Small angular begin hip tile
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Façade tiles
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PELF7130

PELF7120 (3.6 pieces / rm)
Special verge tile left hand

PELF7130 (3.6 pieces / rm)
Special verge tile right hand
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Other accessories
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PELF8110 (4 pieces / rm)
Short tile

PELF8611
Ventilation set with grid (24 cm²)

Alu-Roll Extreme:

Quick-Fix Extreme:

Colours: black and
light grey
Width: 210 mm
Length: 5 rm

Colours: black and
light grey
Width: 280 mm
Length: 5 rm

Ventilating ridge tile underlay
to be applied under the small
angular rake

Including 40 stainless steel
4.5 x 80 mm screws
Ventilating ridge tile underlay
to be applied under the angled
ridge tiles without closing
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Plain tile Elfino, Slate Engobe
Cruysweegs-Halsberghe Architectenbureau, Drongen
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Angled ridge tile without 45° closure
in combination with Quick-Fix Extreme

“ I have already been won over for the Elfino
plain tile. Thanks to the continuous fastening lug
at the top, it is very easy to fit, which saves
a huge amount of time.”

Roofer Christof Lootens, Deinze
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Plain tile Elfino, Agate Grey

Slate Engobe 703
(dark body)
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Agate Grey 697
(dark body)

Plain tile Elfino, Slate Engobe

Showroom Kortrijk
Kapel ter Bede 88
8500 Kortrijk
T 056 24 95 88
Showroom Londerzeel
A12 - Koning Leopoldlaan 1
2870 Breendonk
T 052 31 10 10

Wienerberger nv
International Export Division
Kapel ter Bede 121, B-8500 Kortrijk
T +32 56 24 95 83
export.be@wienerberger.com,
www.wienerberger-world.com
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This is not a contractual document. The colours in this folder reflect the natural shades of our ceramic
materials as closely as is technically possible. Wienerberger nv reserves the right to change the product
mix and the technical specifications. Ceramic materials may show a slight variation in colour between
batches. The samples available in the showrooms always date from previous production runs, and
therefore only serve as a guide in terms of colour. They have no contractual value. Roof pitches lower
than the roof pitch specified by us require special measures.

